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Chapter 4.
Models of Human Behavior:
Individuals

Figure 4.1: The human cognitive system fills in gaps. This occurs at both the perceptual level and for high-level
expectations. Here we see examples of pointalist paintings. (check permission)

4.1. Describing Human BehaviorWe have lots of ways of desribing why people do things: For instane, We say that a person hasknowledge, attitudes, beliefs, intentions, emotions, a�etive states, and personality. These approahesare sometime desribed as a \theory of mind" but the issues go beyond what is usually onsidered mindto over all sorts of behavior. Folk Psyhology. Construts are often not onsistent.
4.1.1. Cognition and EmotionOne on hand, people are very sophistiated information proessors. On the other hand, the way theyproess information is very di�erent from the proessing of information by most omputers and humaninformation proessing is frequently (if not always) a�eted by human emotion and needs. Emotionand ognition are two, sometimes ompeting, systems. Eah with strengths.It's lear that people proess and make deisions based on information but what an we tell about whatthey are atually doing? People seem apable of the most amazing and sometimes he most perplexingations. There's generally a simple onnetion between people's behavior and simple fators suh aswhat's happening around them or the time of day. Obviously, soial interation is vital to people. Injust about everything people do, information is vital. This approah has an emphasize the proessesrather than the ontent. Later, we onsider models of ohesion suh as sense-making and attemptingto reah onsensus.Integrated intelligent system. Many heuristis for approximate reasoning. Many apabilities. Learning,self-aware, ollaborative. Priniple of least e�ort to minimize energy. This even applies to ognitivee�ort. The person is part of a soial group. Biologial onstraints (4.6.0).While some behaviorists believe it is not produtive to study the representations people use whenreating to their environment, most other psyhologists do onsider ognition and human informationproessing mehanisms. However, we an't see inside their heads to understand how that ours. themehanisms have to be inferred and many di�erent models have been proposed. One suh model,whih is termed Human Information Proessing, is based (roughly) on symboli proessing. Peopleoften proess that information in what appears to a straightforward and sensible way. Many othertimes, that logial information proessing appears to be biased by self interest or jumbled by emotion.People proess information very di�erently from most omputer-based information systems desribedearlier. Indeed, it is not lear whether the types of representations used by typial omputer-basedinformation systems are appropriate for human ognition. Symboli and non-symboli proessing. Thefous of the study of ognition is on mental proesses rather than interation with external informationresoures.Qualitative models of ausation (Fig. 4.19). Language is largely qualitative. Qualitative reasoning [35].



114 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13Here we fous on identifying general priniples and then we will look at di�erent styles of interationwith information systems. People aquire information from the environment enoded and stored inmemory, and later realled The human mind an itself be modeled as an information system (Fig. 4.2).This is essentially the same as a generi struture of an information system desribed earlier. Unlikeinformation systems we build the ognitive system works must be inferred. However, this basi modelis far too simple to give an aurate piture of how the human mind works; high-level ognition ana�et pereption, the ontext of our experienes may a�et our memory of them, and our imaginationan reate situations that never existed. Cognition has impliations for system design. In addition,learning is interwoven with soial and emotional fators whih we will onsider in the next hapter.Understanding the way humans proess information an help in the design better ways for people andsystems to interat: an understanding of sensory priniples allows more uid interfaes; analysis ofmotor ontrol enourages easier interation; knowledge of ognition allows more eÆient informationdisplays. In the end, the user is the most integral part of any information system. By seeking to �ndommon priniples aross individual performane and behavior, we an develop guidelines to aid in theproess of system design. One we understand the ommonalities aross entire ommunities of users, wean diret attention to the reation of models foused on small groups and individuals. Understandingof the priniples of human ognition and information proessing will failitate the development of usermodels that will support human-omputer interation. We will move from disussion of pereption andpre-attentive proesses to memory and ognition, and �nally roughly following the levels of the basimodel of human information proessing (Fig. 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: A simple model of human information processing.However, human beings are learly very di�erent than urrent silion information systems. Humanbeings have heterogeneous representations, omplex motivations, and they are highly adaptive, Theyan reet some of the ontingenies of the environment. However, they are not perfetly adaptive.The human information proessing model of human ognition is based on using information systems asan approah. This is e�etive in many ways, but it also reveals biases from imperfet information use.
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Figure 4.3: People actively interpret what is going on in the world based on their experiences.Inreasingly, we are understanding the details of brain struture ( A.12.2) and its relationship to ognition.This helps to inform models of human behavior.Interation with external soures of information. Considering the e�ort required for the informationproessing.



4.2. Perceptual Processing 115People deteting patterns. Stati patterns. Patterns in motion.
4.1.2. About Cognitive ModelsTheories about psyhologial proesses rather than attempting to explain spei� behavior. Mind andBrain. Information Proessing in the Brain Modularity of brain proessing systems.Caution about Homunulus models.Brain and mind as a self-organizing system. Cognitive systems[4]. Self-awareness. Inreasing importaneof Sensory proessing, emotion, inentive, and brain siene ( A.12.2).Soial Brain. Fae reognition and empathy reognition regions in brain. Soial signals. Mirror neuronsand judging intention. Empathy (5.5.3). People generally have the sense that their experienes areoherent. However, there are may auses of whih they are not aware[55]. Consiousness as an interpretervia narrative ( A.12.2). Neural simulations.Cognitive arhitetures.
4.2. Perceptual Processing
4.2.1. Sensory and Pre-Attentive ProcessesHierarhial �ltering to generate objet omprehension. Everything we learn about the world is in someway derived from our senses. Aording to Fig. 4.2, a person senses and proesses stimuli in a bottom-upfashion (10.1.5). Human sensors an be viewed as inputs to omplex information proessing system Thatis, our senses provide us with data about our environment, and we synthesize those piees to reate onoverall sensation. Hubel and Wiesel. There may be interations among the varying layers of mentalproesses; for instane, the human reognition element of ognition is probably an \up-down" proess.indiating that there is no one formula for determining exatly how we interpret our environment. Theinterpretation of sensory stimuli is integrated with high-level ognition, The world around us assaultsour senses, but our senses apture and re�ne those stimuli.Before normal attention there is some pre-attentive proessing. This intermediate stage gathers theinformation olleted by the senses and performs a \quik-sort," organizing the information into broad,spatial ategories. While it is not fully understood how pre-attentive proessing works, it is known thatpereptual groupings, form segmentation, olor ategories, textures, and lustering are all examplesof visual pre-attentive proessing. The well-known vase/fae illusion Fig. 4.4 illustrates pre-attentiveproessing and suggests that this is an emergent or gestalt proess. Pereptual priniples of similarity.

Figure 4.4: The vase/face figure-ground illusion is an example of emergent perception. Note how attention shifts
between the faces and the vase. (redraw)

4.2.2. AttentionThere is far too muh information that exists in the world for our minds to apture and proess all ofit. People fous their attention on those areas of the environment that are likely to provide the mostsalient, or useful information. Attention is the diretion of information proessing resoures to somepart of the environment. We may miss information that is right in front of us if we are not attending toit. As we shall see later, planning presentations to manage the viewers' attention is part of the designof digital objets. Attention an be as simple as turning toward an information soure. Attention asinformation seeking. Attention and motivation/emotion.



116 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13Pereption is often thought of as hidden | we annot ontrol the way that our mind and senses worktogether to proess the stimuli of the world. In ontrast, attention is dynami | people are able todiret the fous of their attention. One example of this ability is the \oktail-party e�et," in whiha person an attend to one spei� onversation while �ltering out all the other onversations thatare taking plae around them. Similarly, we an attend to one small part of a omplex visual sene(Fig. 4.5); this is ompared to a searhlight that emphasizes parts of the visual �eld. Attentionallimitations are also seen in language proessing.
Figure 4.5: Attention may be compared to a searchlight with which some objects are highlighted compared to their
background. (check permission)People pay attention to things that are meaningful to them. Orientating toward information soures.Resoure-limited models (4.3.3). There are many impliations of losing attention. Texting while driving,when working with mobile devies, or air-traÆ ontrol. Task-swithing.

Figure 4.6: Texting requires has a high attentional load and multitasking. Texting by train engineers is the cause of
many accidents such as this one near Los Angeles. (check permission)Managing the attention of viewers improves e�etive information design. Authors may attempt to diretthe attention of viewers using a variety of devies. Unusual features draw attention, as do hanges inontent. The advertising industry makes good use of these strategies to grab the attention of the publi.Magiians manipulate attention. Attention and seletive exposure to information.Distration from too little or too muh information. Information overload. Attention and ognitiveresoures. Task stress. Fig. 4.7.Eye movements seem to be a fairly reliable indiator of attention (Fig. 4.8). The pattern of the eyemovement reets the instrutions to fous on the people in the piture [68]. As we shall see, eyemovements have also been used to gauge attention during reading of text (10.2.0) and animations.There are biases and distortions in attention [42]. Attention eonomy. Capturing eyeballs.
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Figure 4.7: An airplane is a tightly coupled human-machine system. On one hand, in an emergency there can be
too much information and the pilot may be overwhelmed. In other cases, such as when the airplane is on auto-pilot
the human pilot may become distracted. (check permission)

Figure 4.8: A person’s eye movements while looking at an image provide clues as to what they are thinking The
observer of the image on the left spent most of the time on people’s faces as indicated by the eye tracks (right)[68].
(check permission)

Risk AversionEven simple statistial deision rules an be more e�etive than subjetive human judgment. A simplestatistial model using SAT sores and high-shool grades is often more suessful at prediting grad-uation rates than human judgment about the likelihood of student suess[51]. This may, in part, bedue to attentional biases (4.3.4) but also to the diÆulties people have in doing aurate alulationswith probabilities. However, there is some evidene that expert deisions in natural environments donot show bias. Use heuristis for deisions. Challenge to rationality (8.8.3); for instane, people tend toavoid risk.
4.2.3. Sensory Modalities: From Sensation to CognitionHuman senses allow us to reeive information about the world. Indeed, our senses have impliationsfor the seletion of representations and for user interfae design. People an often work around thelimitations of modalities. We fous now on visual proessing as we move from general priniples ofpereption to priniples related to the senses and vision in partiular. Objets and images have visualproperties suh as size, brightness, olor, texture, orientation, and shape. These visual elements arepartiularly relevant to the design of visual displays, and in developing visual e�ets in multimedia.How do we understand and represent the world is also be a signi�ant issue for image proessing andvirtual environments. As we desribed earlier (4.2.1), \pre-attentive" visual proessing ours prior toattention, as the name suggests. One example is the detetion of regularities in texture whih showhow objets an be pereived against a textured bakground.Furthermore, pre-attentive objet pereption seems to involve three di�erent levels of representation.a primal sketh, a two and a half dimensional view, and a three-dimensional view that we pereive asour world view. These are similar to the stages whih are often employed for mahine vision. The 2 1

2 -Dsketh is like an artist's use of perspetive in a drawing or painting.Depth pereption is also an element of visual pereption. At the sensory level, our binoular vision |having two eyes | is one fator that gives us depth pereption, by means of whih we an tell whether



118 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13an objet is near or far. The mind uses many ues for depth pereption, however. Some of these uesinlude relative motion, linear perspetive, and familiar size (Fig. 4.9). Depth pereption may alsoinlude high-level inferenes based on pereptual models of the world [48], suh as the understandingthat a mountain in the distane is farther away than it appears.
Figure 4.9: Some cues that people use in interpreting depth. (a) objects in the background seem to move more
slowly than those in the foreground (b) objects in the distance appear smaller than those in the foreground, (c)
apply world knowledge about the relative sizes of objects. Note that these involve relatively high levels of cognitive
processing. (redraw)

Other Sensory ModalitiesThe traditional notion of �ve senses | sight, hearing, touh, taste, and smell | is highly simpli�ed.A muh larger range of sensors ontribute to our pereption of the world. Taste itself is omposed offour di�erent types of reeptors (salt, sweet, bitter, aid) loated on di�erent parts of our tongue. Thevarying levels at whih di�erent food or drink stimulate eah of these reeptor types determine whatwe pereive to be the taste of that substane. Touh also provides vast amounts of information: touhreveals distintive shapes and an indiate spatial and temporal patterns. Touh is also related to thesensation of temperature and pain. Although it is not widely reognized as a sense, the vestibularsense, or sense of balane, is mediated by the ohlea in the inner ear. Without it, we would be unableto stay upright. Proprioeption is yet another type of sensory pereption is whih is the awareness ofone's body in spae. Touh and working in the world.Even at a low-level, sensations are overlaid with ognition. Our understanding of the informationprovided by one sense will a�et (often enhaning) our understanding of another. Smell and tasteinterat; we an imagine the taste of a substane from its smell, and something that tastes terriblebeomes muh more palatable with a pinhed nose. Muh of hearing is inuened by what we see, fromthe reading of lips to the reading of body language.A well-designed Web site applies many ognitive priniples. uses stimulating olors and sounds tohelp guide its use. Notie the small bumps on the \F" and \J" keys of your keyboard? They are atatile orientation for touh typing. A system's use of sensation an even mean the di�erene betweena person's using it or not.
Perception of Motion and ChangeAtion and behavior (11.4.1). Causation (4.4.2). Parsing events. Events.
Multimodal IntegrationSynergisti senses.

4.2.4. Effectors and Physical User ActionsUltimately, people make things happen with physial ation. We will fous on motor behavior andthe impliations that this an have on the design of information systems. In normal life, people havemany ways of interating with their environments; in the world of omputers, that has not beenthe ase. Inreasingly, however, interation with a omputer through a single stylized interfae isdisappearing. Almost any intentional behavior an now be aptured and used as omputer input. Theterm \multimodal" is applied to input devies beyond the keyboard, mouse, and joystik. Multimodalinput devies allow input by speeh, gestures, or handwriting. This revolution, though, has not altered



4.2. Perceptual Processing 119the fat that human interation with omputers omes down to physial motion. Understanding humanmotor oordination might help us to predit the eÆay of interation.For those devies, requiring physial interation, we an onsider priniples of motor behavior. We andistinguish \ballisti" motor behavior from motor behavior tuned by sensory feedbak. Ballisti motorbehavior assumes a �xed ation pattern | like swinging a baseball bat or a golf lub. However, withsensory feedbak motor behavior the input is modi�ed. Inreasingly, sensors as interfaes. They areheap and widely deployed. Wii and gestures (Fig. 4.10). Reognizing ations (11.4.1) and gestures.Loation tehnologies for wireless ( A.15.1). Touh sreens.
Figure 4.10: The Wii remote does motion recognition. (check permission)

Coordinated Motor ActionsIt is often, but not always, easy for people to oordinate multiple ations. People interat with theirenvironments with simultaneous, multiple modalities. Driving a ar takes many oordinated physialations and the input of several senses, and yet it is easily learned by most people. We often use bothof our hands at the same time, uidly oordinating their ations. Swiping touh sreens. Multimodalinteration.More subtly, we also see frequent oordination or referene between multiple inputs, suh as whenspeaking people use faial expressions or hands gestures to amplify their words. This oordinationbetween multiple inputs may be thought of as a type of referential semantis (6.2.3) in whih the meaningof one set of ations (faial expressions or hand gestures) are dependent upon the meaning of the setof ations to whih they refer (the words of the speaker). It is diÆult for a omputer to determine themeaning of referential semantis; meanings are ontextual, ultural, and often ambiguous. Multimodalinteration and gesture input.
Skilled Motor PerformanceMany omplex ativities, suh as driving a ar, involve feedbak from the environment that allowadjustments to be made. But others ativities, suh as piano playing, tennis, and typing may not allowtime for feedbak. Proedures. The time required for nerve impulses to be sent from the brain to anextremity signaling for an ation to be taken and for another signal to be sent from extremity bak tothe brain with the information that the ation was ompleted, means that the instrutions for a seondation must be on the way before the �rst ation is exeuted [44]. When signing your signature, youare moving your hand muh more quikly than you ould if you were onsiously ontrolling it withfeedbak. This di�erene an be seen between hunt-and-pek typing and touh typing. Brain siene

( A.12.2).
Sensorimotor Control (Haptics)Simulated naturalisti systems should ombine motor responses with appropriate sensory feedbak.This interation of sensory-motor ontrol is also alled \haptis". A surgeon in training in an aug-mented reality environment (11.10.1) experienes the feel of utting simulated tissue before working ona live patient; a partiipant in a game might want to feel one light saber hitting another; a musiianplaying a virtual instrument might bene�t from feeling the responsiveness of the instrument. Additionalsensations suh as tatile vibration ould thus improve the performane of motor tasks in a virtual en-vironment[23] and, haptis ould, for instane, support the experiene of an interative virtual museum.Fore feedbak.
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Complex Decisions and Taking ActionPlanning.
4.3. Cognitive Structures and ProcessesEarlier, in this hapter we onsidered pereption and attention, whih are the �rst stages of humaninformation proessing. We disuss ategories, memory and deisions, and emotion, whih are laterstages of human information proessing. From ognition to a�et. One topi in psyhology fouseson examining ognitive strutures. Motivation, learning. Mathing to brain strutures and ognitivefuntion ( A.12.2).
4.3.1. Cognitive RepresentationsHuman beings an be viewed as information proessing systems, albeit omplex ones. Start with verybasi models.What representations do people use when thinking? How do people reognize and use ategories? Aswe noted earlier, it is ommon to analyze omplex proesses in terms of either struture of funtion
(1.6.1).The default approah to ognition is that the human mind is like a symbol-proessing omputer. Cog-nitive representations. Indeed, there are many ways in whih that's not aurate but it still permeatesa lot of thinking. Moreover, there are many indiret impliations of that approah. Many models arebased on rationalisti information proessing. the models of human ognition are inferred and, in manyases, they seem likely to be approximations.Natural-level ategories.Cognitive models are sometimes inspired by traditional omputational models. In the models, ognitiveproessing is thought to work like a omputer's CPU. There is a notion of �xed proessing apaitywith regard to human ognition. That is, the proessing apaity of the mind is stati, and that inorder to store more information (i.e., memory), the new information and the already-stored informationmust be organized and nested in suh a way as to redue the demand on the �nite powers of the brain.Symboli representations and frame. Cognition and ategorization (2.1.2).
4.3.2. Human Memory ProcessesMemory is the ognitive representation for stored information (1.1.2). There are many models for thestruture of memory and how it works. Categories, disussed in the previous setion, are believed toplay a large role, helping to organize information and redue the proessing power neessary to retrievememories. In some ases, memory by humans appears to follow hierarhies and simple inheritane [26],suh as those we onsidered for knowledgebases (2.2.2). However, experimental data does not on�rmthis. Searhing memory as a fundamental ognitive ativity. Multiple memories.Memory biases.Models of human memory often divide it into working memory or short-term memory, and long-termmemory (Fig. 4.11). We may remember some telephone numbers for only a short while we mayremember others inde�nitely. Even if they have an explanation, it often seems more like a storythan a systemati explanation.Models of human lexial-semanti memory, that is, memory for words.Two types of retrieval proesses from human memory are often onsidered. \Reognition"(1.4.4) involvesidentifying a stimulus that is presented, suh as reognizing the orret answer on a multiple hoiequestion. \Reall" is reovering items from memory without prompting, suh as answering a �ll-in-the-blank question. For user interfaes, a menu system involves reognition proesses, while a ommandlanguage generally requires reall of the orret ommand. Reognition is usually easier than reall.
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Figure 4.11: A very simple le traditional model of human information processing structure is based on the analog to
a CPU. It has a working memory which manages processing and interacts with the long-term memory. This model
needs to be expanded by considering the importance of context.

More Complex Models for MemoryEpisodi memory is the memory for events. Autobiographial memory. Indeed, there may be a onne-tion between episodi memory and semanti memory. The memories of multiple ontexts eventuallybeomes meaningful.Parallel Distributed Proessing ( A.11.4). Visual and auditory relationships are very di�erent from verbalsemantis. Indeed, there is evidene of the existene of separate ognitive proessing hannels for verbaland non-symboli (often multimedia) information [57]; This is a type of poly-representation. That is,there are multiple, sometimes overlapping, representations.Memory for narrative and oneptually strutured information. Transative memory. Relying onassoiation to help memory.Errors and Forgetting. Retrieval failure. Errors in human inferene. Overlay a memory trae. Dis-tributed memory traes.
4.3.3. Architecture of Cognition and Resource-Based Model sWe need to onsider not only individual omponents but also how the individual piees work togetherto form an overall arhiteture. Here we onsider some basi ognitive arhitetures whih have beenproposed for human ognition and later we will onsider arhitetures for intelligent agents whih mayinlude approahes suh as mahine learning ( A.11.0). While we an reall events from years past withseeming perfet detail, others remain hazy, indistint, or even absent. What then are the limitationsto aessing information that has been stored in human memory?Arhiteture of ognition. The most suessful of these models is ACT-R [?℄. It has been applied tostudent models for tutoring systems (5.11.3) and, as we desribe below, for multi-tasking.Managing and alloating ognitive resoures. Make good use of available mental energy ( A.12.2).General model of ognitive resoures. Cognitive-load.Human information proessing apability is �nite { learly, a person annot proess all the informationin the environment. We often �nd it diÆult to do two things at one beause our attentional andognitive resoures are limited. The e�ort required to perform ognitive proessing is known as the\ognitive load". Aidents assoiated with ellphone use while driving may be the result of a high og-nitive load brought on by trying to arry on a onversation while trying to ontrol a ar. Furthermore,people manage their ognitive load, indeed, they generally minimize e�ort.

Multi-TaskingMulti-tasking. Attention and use of resoures.Talk and walk at the same time. Ativity prodution.Delarative and proedural memories.Problem-state blok [?℄The amount of attention a person devotes to stimuli generally determines the \depth" to whih those



122 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13events are proessed; that is, it a�ets the extent to whih they are assoiated with other fats andthe likelihood that they will be remembered. Beause of this searhlight property, omputing resouresan be direted to the parts of a highly interative interfae that a�et the user [1]. Attention andorientation towards.
4.3.4. Human Reasoning, Inference, and DecisionsBeyond the basi ognitive representations and proesses, additional phenomena are of interest. Infer-ene. The desriptions thus far have generally foused on ognitive struture. The \priming" e�et inhuman ognition suggests that if a word suh as \bird" is mentioned, then related onepts, suh as\robin," will be ativated and therefore more likely to be retrieved. Syntati priming.Expetations are intertwined with inferenes. We should onsider how people make inferenes from theinformation they ollet. not just logial inferene ( A.7.0) suh as dedution and indution. But there,may also be systemati probabilisti inferene. Representation interats with inferene.Everyday inferene. Reasoning by logi versus reasoning by analogy. Abdution. Heuristis. Causalnarratives. Soial inferene. Case-based reasoning.Expertise and deision support systems help people to base their inferenes on the most relevant fators.Eonomi rationality (8.8.3). Rationalizations. Age of Reason. Institutions to support reason.

Information Availability and Bias in Inference and Decision MakingAnother non-rational pattern is based on the ognitive \availability" and saliene of information. Peopleoften fous too muh on information that is readily available in their memory. They may make ajudgment based on the \availability" and \aessibility" of information in their memory (Fig. 4.13).We have already disussed that individual memory is fallible. In addition, people are often poor atprediting true probabilities of events. People often buy into the \gambler's fallay," whih is the beliefthat winning on one trial predits future suess. Even when allowing for suh limitations, people oftendo not seem to at rationally. They may be self-indulgent or let their emotions ontrol their hoies.This illustrates the danger of relying on a \gut reation". Often the probabilities of highly visible, butinfrequent events are overestimated. This also implies that framing a problem is ritial. That is, theontext in whih the problem ours needs to be arefully desribed. Sine human reasoning may bebiased, systemati attempts to de-bias the analysis may be useful [66]. Subjetive probabilities.
Figure 4.12: Framing affects decision outcomes.One soure of bias results from people trying to minimize ognitive e�ort (4.3.3) in deision making.A person who is engaged in many omplex ognitive ativities may use simple ognitive proessingstrategies { a jet �ghter pilot needs to make deisions under pressure. The deisions that �ghter pilotsoften fae are formalized with algorithms ( A.9.3), whih although simple, don't always aurately reetall the variable present in a given situation. Beause the use of information in deision making is soobviously important, the deision to seek more information may seem the most rational at in almostevery situation. However, even this priniple must be weighed against other fators, suh as the requiredimmediay of ation (as with �ghter pilots), the atual existene of a truly \orret" ourse of ation,or the simple ability to omprehend the various possibilities. Indeed, ognitive e�ort may be a fatorin the willingness of people to arefully analyze a situation. When an exat solution is too diÆult toalulate, people may be rules of thumb or \heuristis' but even then they are suseptible to bias. Even
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The frequency of appearance of letters in the English language was studied. A typical text was
selected, and the relative frequency with which various letters of the alphabet appeared in the first and
third positions in words was recorded. Words of less than three letters were excluded from the count.

You will be given several letters of the alphabet, and you will be asked to judge whether these letters
appear more often in the first or in the third position, and to estimate the ratio of the frequency with
which they appear in these positions.

Consider the letter R.
Is R more likely to appear in the

the first position?
the third position? (check one)?

My estimate for the ratio of these two values is :1.

Figure 4.13: Most people stated that the letter “R” is more common in the first position than in the third position of
a word. Actually, the opposite is true. Their confusion may be explained by the “availability” hypothesis because
people more easily think of examples of words that begin with “R” than those that have “R” in the third position ([42],
p167).professionals seem to be a�eted by ognitive biases in pereption[27]. And even experts judgments maybe louded espeially outside their area of expertise.

Heuristic and Analogical ReasoningA lot of human reasoning is informal. In some ases, it is based on heuristi reasoning or simply onstories (6.3.6). Family resemblane ategories. Metaphor versus analogy. Analogial models (Fig. 4.14).Analogies at several levels. Reasoning by analogy often leave a lot out. If we say that one situation islike another and therefore should do again what worked before, the similarities may be apparent butthe di�erenes may not. Culture (5.8.2). [39]

Figure 4.14: A simple model for analogy involves shifts on two attribute dimensions. In this case: gender and
species. (redraw)Verbal analogies. Analogy in siene. Mental models. Reasoning by analogy and heuristis to saveognitive energy.Sembl game. Network thinking. Less obvious links between objets.

Do People Use Plans?We have seen that plans are fundamental for most AI models of interation. However, it's not learthat people atually use plans. This may a�et many sorts of interation whih is based on intentionalations. An alternative model is situated ation.
4.3.5. Cognition and LearningAdapting to the environment. People are highly adaptable. Learning is ubiquitous. Learning a skill.Leaning by doing. Learning by assoiation. Here, we onsider ognitive mehanisms of human learning,but later we will onsider soial aspets of learning (5.5.4). Impliations for eduation (5.11.0) and mahinelearning ( A.11.0). Rather, people ome into new situations with proesses and expetations on whihto build. Habit formation. Indeed, language learning seems to be neurologially �xed ( A.12.2). Humanlearning vs mahine learning.Representations are interrelated with learning. Indeed, learning may be onsidered as hanging a



124 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13representation.One simple way to learn would be to remember patterns and sequenes of ations whih have provenuseful. This reets the strutural approah. This idea �ts some evidene from ognitive psyhologythat people \hunk" information into oneptual units. Expert hess players learn the relationshipsamong the piees on a hess board so well that that they immediately analyze a on�guration of pieesin terms of those relationships. They \hunk" the positions di�erently than do novie players, whotend to view eah piee independently of the others.A lot of human learning seems to ome simply from assoiations and orrelations. A hild may learnthe sound of a key turning in the lok is followed by the entrane of his/her mother. After a fewourrenes (assoiations) the hild learns that one things leads to the other.Generalization. A seond priniple of learning is known as \transfer of training". That is, learning onething may failitate learning a seond thing. Learning Spanish may help a person to learn Portuguese.The learning of one thing may inhibit the learning of a seond thing (negative transfer); learning Spanishmay make it more diÆult to learn Mandarin. Another example, ould be the keys on a alulatorpad; there are ompeting ideas regarding their design (Fig. 4.15). Transfer omponents of the designto other tasks.
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Figure 4.15: Alternative keypad layouts: a telephone keypad and calculator layout. Office workers with both types
of keypads sometimes have difficulty transferring when switching from one to the other.

4.4. Complex CognitionCoherene and onstraint satisfation. Cognition applied to problem solving (3.7.1) and planning (3.7.2).
4.4.1. Concepts, Concept Networks, and Conceptual Models

ConceptsConepts are basi units of thought. As suggested earlier (1.1.4), onepts are abstrat ideas. They arerelated to but separate from the words used to desribe them.Earlier, we desribed the notion of entities (3.9.1)and we examined formal systems for presenting themin databases. However, the notion of a entities as building bloks for omplex oneptual systems isquite general. We might apply it for desriptions of onepts in human ognition sine onepts have arelatively stable struture of attributes. When entity-like strutures are applied in modeling onepts,they are termrf frames. These are essentially the same as the notion of shema ((se:data shema)(.The attributes are said to �ll slots in the frame (Fig. 4.16). More omplex strutures based on framesare also possible. For instane, frames may be arranged hierarhially.
Concept Schemas, Maps, and NetworksIn any system, several omponents need to work together. Thus, we need to move from individualonepts to sets of onepts and from there to the desription of interoperating omponents. We mightlike to understand the relationship among onepts forso we might make a map. Relationship of a set of onepts. Data diagrams are one example of shemas.Doument desription. Topi maps. Conept maps an be ognitive organizers when presented topeople who want to �nd out about a new domain. That is, they would be a type of oneptual modelas desribed below. They an diret attention to important setions of the text, and make readers
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Figure 4.16: Frames and slots. (redraw)aware of important onnetions between ideas. However, the presentation of a onept map beforea reading an inuene what is remembered about that reading by reating an expetation, whihsometimes serves as a substitute for atual memory. After the fat of reading, a person my rememberwhat they were told a partiular passage said, as opposed to what it atually did. There are simpletype of hypertext map (2.6.2). NASA library of onept maps. Mind map.Fig. 4.17 shows a map obtained from a student after that student had read an essay. The student hasdrawn an illustration of how she thinks the onepts are related. These are like semanti networks
(2.1.4).

Figure 4.17: A subjective concept map was generated by a student to show how they believe concepts in this domain
are connected to other concepts[24]. (redraw)

Conceptual Models for Explanation and DescriptionModels of a spei� onept. Informal and Formal Coneptual Models.
4.4.2. Events and CausationEvents. From events to narrative (6.3.6).Causation as a type of inferene people make. Inferene of ausation often depends on models. Under-standing ausation in physial systems is often relatively straightforward. As illustrated by Fig. 4.18 wean on�dently say that when a rolling pool ball hits a stopped one, that the impat starts the seondone rolling. Is ausation anything more than orrelation [41]? Just beause the sun has always up inthe morning, are we sure that it will ome up tomorrow morning? Causation is essential to narrative.Causation and ageny. Determinis, ausation, and free will.The language of ausation. \The ause" versus \A ause". When an we infer that there has beena ause? Understanding of ausation is often assoiated with developing models. Sienti� modelsan help provide on�dene about these assertions, but even those are still simply on�rmed from



126 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13umulated observations. Judgments about ausation of soial ativities is trikier than judgments ofphysial ausation. Causation in attribution (5.5.2) and in siene ((se:sieneausation)). Reasoningabout ausation. Neessary and suÆient onditions. Causation as a state hange. Covariation andtemporal sequene. Multiple ausation: INUS [?℄. Causation versus means-to-an-end.Causation also a�ets mental models and expetations (4.4.4) as well as deision making ((se:deide)).
Figure 4.18: When one billiard balls hits another one which is at rest, the second one then starts moving. So long
as there is not a long delay, we conclude that the collision caused the second ball to start moving.Causation of the behavior of omplex systems is hard to asses. Complex auses: Multiple auses andausal hains. Indeed, for omplex systems, ausation is often indiret and diÆult to isolate. In aseswhere the rate of adaptation is slow, it is useful to understand the relationships.Soial ausation is based on intentions and is far di�erent from physial ausation. Multiple fators toombine for any event but usually we identify just one or two as the ause. Minimal set of suÆientauses. More on ausation ( A.10.2).Complex auses: Multiple auses and ausal hains. Indeed, for omplex systems, ausation is oftenindiret and very diÆult to isolate. Beause of the omplexities there dangers in inferring ausation.Our expetations about auses will bias pereption and understanding. Informal ausal models. Causalmisoneptions and redit assignment ( A.11.3)(Fig. 4.20). Some of the problem nay be the mental models

(4.4.4) and even the ategory systems.X-Y X-Y-Z X1��
X1
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Figure 4.19: Qualitative causal graph. (not finished)

Figure 4.20: People interpret the causation of complex systems very differently. These interpretations also affect
later decisions and memories. (check permission), (redraw)Disourse (6.3.2). Narrative and plot (6.3.6).Causal relationships in omplex systems ( A.10.2) may be model with system dynamis models (Fig. 4.21).These are omposed on stoks and ows (Fig. 4.22). Stoks are reservoirs whih store values and anreate delays in proesses and ows link stoks.
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Figure 4.21: Causal loop models as developed in the field of Systems Dynamics provide approximations to complex
systems. (redraw)(check permission)

Figure 4.22: The basic components of system dynamics models are stocks and flows. Stocks are reservoirs and
flows control the rate of flow into the stock. (redraw)(check permission)

4.4.3. Expectations and MemoryWe rely on expetations all the time. Mental models are what are in a person's mind. They are theexpetations or ausal narratives people have about situations. Whereas a oneptual model is externalto a person, the mental model is internal; but, they are losely related. Expetations as preoneptions.Expetations seem to a�et memory. Retrieval failure or hanged memory. Human memory is verydi�erent from representations housed by traditional databases; it is not exat and the memory itselfan be a�eted by expetations, prejudies, or stress. If a person is asked to reall a story, there areoften omissions and intrusions of new material (Fig. 4.23). These are story shemas. Distortions maybe ampli�ed beause a story does not onform to expetations. Similarly, our memory of the events weobserve may be awed by expetations. Narrative and human experiene (6.3.6). For human ognition,the representation is onfounded with the ognitive proesses so they may not be distinguishable. Soialexpetations based on ulture and norms.
4.4.4. Mental ModelsMental models are one model for how expetation arise. People may develop mental models to rep-resent their understanding of proedures (3.5.1). Proedural knowledge, however, varies greatly in itsomplexity, funtion, and type. Automobile mehanis need to understand ars at a di�erent level thando auto drivers. In ognitive terms, people need a mental model of an appropriate level for whatevertask they need to omplete. Computer users generally need to know more about the options in theinterfae than about the internal workings of the omputer, whereas a omputer tehniian needs adetailed knowledge of both.Mental models are a way of storing expetations. Engaging with mental models is sense-making. Mentalmodels for soial ation.The representationsused by mental models are unknown. Observations of the way people interat withsimulations of omplex systems suggest that they often understand those systems in qualitative, rather
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... So the canoes went back to Egulac, and the young man went ashore to his house, and made a fire.
And he told everybody and said “Behold I have accompanied the ghosts, and we went to fight. Many of
our fellow warriors were killed, and many of those we attacked were killed. They said I was hit, and I
did not feel sick”.
He told it all, and then he became quiet. When the sun rose he fell down. Something black came out of
his mouth. His face became contorted. The people jumped up and cried.
He was dead.

... He did not know he was wounded and returned to Etishu. The people collected round him and bathed
his wounds, and he said he had fought with the Ghosts. But in the night he was convulsed and something
black came out of his mouth.
And the people cried: “He is dead”.

Figure 4.23: A Native American story called “The War of the Ghosts” (fragment in top panel) was recalled two
weeks later (bottom panel) with many confusions[16]. The difference seems to show the simplification of the original
passage and the intrusion of expectations. (check permission)than quantitative terms. A wine-maker might simply know that adding more sugar to a fermentingbottle of wine will inrease the alohol ontent without knowing the hemistry involved. Collaborativemental models. From stati mental models to dynami mental models whih represent ations. Wemight even say that a person's reality is the sum of all their mental models. People may also havemental models for soial interation.Mental simulations. Struture building framework.

4.4.5. Diagnosis and TroubleshootingDiagnosis and troubleshooting attempt to understand the auses of diÆulties with a omplex system.Many examples from mediine to IT to auto repair. Medial reasoning (9.9.2). Debugging omputerprograms. Reasoning for sienti� information. (Fig. 4.24). Indeed, a great many ativities rangingfrom tutoring to answering referene questions and providing ustomer servie involve some type ofdiagnosis.Diagnosti ategories.Diganosis an rely simply on a rote deision tree ((se:deisiontree)). Or, if human judgement is usedit involves mathing the behavior of a system to a mental model ((se:mentalmodel)) of that system.However, as with many inferene tasks, there prior assumptions or reliane on misleading informationan lead to errors.The initial presentation of symptoms an be explored by additional observation and testing. Suh testsallow the systemati deomposition of problems and elimination of alternative. Testing and problemsolving to rule out alternatives. Experiene in seleting e�etive tests. (4.1.1) suh as generate and test.Critial thinking (5.12.0).Diagnosis is more hallenging when there are multiple faults and espeially when the symptoms of thosefaults interat with eah other.Qualitative reasoning models for automating diagnosis.
4.5. Beliefs and AttitudesWe make a broad range of attributions about the mental states suh as beliefs, goals, attitudes, opinions,and values. These are informal, and often ontraditory, desriptions.While some models of human ognition assume that the representations of information is based onAristotelian ategories, other representations have also been onsidered. Models of beliefs and attitudesoften seem to assume fuzzier representations. In a sense, they are like prototypes. Moreover, in some
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Figure 4.24: Support for diagnosis and repair with an augmented reality overlay[32]. (check permission)ases, all of these terms sometimes refer to a general orientation and at other times to more spei�issues. Beliefs often reet expetations about soial interation. Opinions, whih are generally thoughtnot to have a strong a�etive omponent, are overed elsewhere. Attitudes are related to beliefs butinlude some emotion. Values. Opinions.Inferenes about future events. Optimism bias [?℄ relative to an objetive view.
4.5.1. Beliefs and Belief Systems

BeliefsBeliefs are the expetations about the state of the world upon whih a person at. Belief is intertwinedwith the on�dene. Beliefs may reet expetations and inferenes. Some beliefs may be the result ofextensive inferene from other knowledge or beliefs.Beliefs for oneptual organizations and beliefs about the state of the world.Two senses of beliefs: \I believe it is raining today." versus \I believe in you."Framing a debate to emphasize ertain beliefs. Reasoning about beliefs.Beliefs and what is onsidered to be valid evidene. Beliefs from a trusted soure. In modern soiety,many beliefs are based on sienti� priniples. Beliefs and siene. Mental models as beliefs aboutations and outomes.However, many intutions are simply inorret. A simple example is the gambler's fallay desribedabove.bPeople's misoneptions. Complex narrative. True believers. World views. Handling ontraditoryevidene.The beliefs of one person an seem tenuous. What should we make of laims about UFO? Even when alaim is disproven, some people may ontinue to believe in it and just modify it slightly[33]. [63]. But, it'salso true that everyone aepted some things on faith. Beliefs apply partiularly to soial attributionand ategorization (5.5.2) of soial motives sine we have little on�dene about them. Pseudo-siene
(9.2.2).

Figure 4.25: Some people believe that UFOs are staged; some people do not. (check permission)



130 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13Given the ambiguity, people's beliefs may often reet positions that bene�t them. But what is theause-e�et.Aepting the auray of a fortune ookie. Horosopes (Fig. 4.26). Conspiray theories. People mayuse narratives to make inferenes about beliefs. Conformity and beliefs.
It won’t be one of your greatest days. If you’ve been on a roll at work or school, then today may introduce
a slight slump, thanks to pesky influences. Take a leaf out of Gemini’s book and take it slowly: don’t
rely on it all working out: a plodding, measured pace will ensure fewer mistakes!

Figure 4.26: Horoscope example. People believe such statements apply to them even if they are entirely generic.
(check permission)

Belief SystemsBelief systems are networks of inter-onneted beliefs. They are oherent to a point. Beliefs and ulturalvalues (5.8.2). Core beliefs. Ideology. Cultural origins of belief systems.Many belief systems are internally oherent and are readily aepted when aompanied by soialpressure. Shifting from one framework to another under extended subtle pressure is sometimes termed\brainwashing".Belief systems are often not based on logi; rather they are often based on ulture (5.8.2) and self-interest.Many belief systems are internally oherent and are readily aepted espeially when aompanied bysoial pressure.Stories of ausal relationships. This is sometimes desribed as \reating a narrative".
Representing BeliefsSome e�orts have been made to model suh beliefs ( A.7.4)[58]. It's unlear whether the detailed beliefs arestored or whether there is a ontinual proess of interpretation from the ore beliefs. Indeed, sometimeselaborate belief systems may be onstruted based on just a few ore beliefs. These are often assoiatedwith ulture.How do people make inferenes based on belief systems. Beliefs vs oneptual systems (1.1.4).

Figure 4.27: Belief network.

4.5.2. AttitudesAn attitude is an orientation toward an objet or onept. As suh it, it more than a purely ognitiveonnetion. An attitude inorporates a ontext whih makes them fuzzier than onepts. It may beviewed as emotion ineted ognition. The term is sometimes used interhangeably with beliefs butmore generally, attitudes inlude an a�etive omponent (4.6.2). Attitudes are widely used to explainbehavior. For instane, attitudes are onsidered useful preditors in determining adoption of a newtehnology (7.9.6).Unlike models of inferene disussed earlier, inferene involving attitudes is more like onstraint satis-fation. This is also sometimes desribed as �eld theory whih an be thought of a a type of onstraintproessing.Attitudes are inter-related and generally oherent. Theory of Reasoned Ations. Among other fatorsattitudes and beliefs often reet a person's self-interest [9]. Conformity is a tendeny for the opinions



4.5. Beliefs and Attitudes 131of members of a group to onverge. High-status individuals often an be opinion leaders. Relationshipto norms (5.3.1).People are usually attrated to people with similar values and they also tend to adopt additional valuesfrom those other people. Thus, values tend to luster within a group and may be polarized from othergroups [?℄.
Figure 4.28: “Well Heck, If all of you smart cookies agree, who am I to dissent?” As an illustration of conformity in
conflict with an expectation for independent judgment. (redraw-K) (check permission)

Selective Exposure Theory (Confirmation Bias)Attitudes seem to a�et the willingness with whih people aept new information. People tend toseek out opinion statements that are onsistent with their beliefs and avoid opinion statements that areinonsistent with their beliefs. We may have a ertain attitude toward one politial party or another,and even a great deal of rational evidene may not onvine us to hange that opinion. However, thereare also times when people will seek out perspetives whih are ontrary to their own.Not only are attitudes orrelated with ations, but attitudes seem to a�et the seletion of informationsoures. A person from given politial party may prefer literature onsistent with that party's message.Though, of ourse, there are also some times when individuals will seek on opinions and fats whih donot support their own beliefs.
From Attitudes to Intentions and ActionsAttitudes generally seem to predit behavior. When they do not predit behavior we may look for otheronstraints. A person many not at on their attitudes if are being paid to do something else. We mightget a better indiation of a person's likely behavior by asking them about their intentions (Fig. 4.29).Even a deision to at may not result in a ompleted ation if, the person is physially bloked frombeing able to do that. While attitudes are generally preditive of behavior, and the usual assumptionis that attitudes atually ause behavior (e.g., Fig. 4.29) an alternative model suggests that in someases, behavior auses attitudes [18]. This di�erene has impliations for attitude hange.Intention versus pratial ation. BDI model for plan reognition (3.7.2) and agents (6.5.3). Propositionalattitudes.Forming and expressing a plan makes it more likely for that plan to be ated on.
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Figure 4.29: The usual model for attitudes proposes that attitudes lead to intentions and eventually to actions. We
may have an attitude about voting. That is carried into an intention, a decision to act, and ultimately actual behavior.
[9].

Attitude Formation and ChangeAttitude hange an be hard. While attitudes are resistant to hange, we an explore the situations in
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Figure 4.30: An alternate model of the relationship between behavior and attitudes, behavior may be used to infer
as attitude: Behavior may be determined by past experiences and not by attitude. The same logic could also be
applied to the origin of beliefs.whih do hange. Information plays a part in the development of attitudes, but other emotional fatorsalso ontribute. One of the most important fators is soure redibility. Indeed, this is onsistentwith sensible information literaies (5.12.2). There is a relationship to argumentation and rhetori

(6.3.5) through the presentation of reasoned arguments.Persuasion inludes both attitude hange and ultimately hanges in behavior. Advertising is an every-day example of persuasive speeh. Some advertising is primarily informational, in that it simply tellsyou about a produt, but advertisers also use other, more subtly persuasive tatis. Persuasion andbelief revision.A new ar may be advertised as making you likely to ath the attention of attrative members of theopposite sex. Other tehniques inlude an appeal from a person of apparent high status, or grabbing aperson's attention and goodwill with images of dogs or hildren, whih has the halo e�et of generatinggoodwill toward the produt. Fear an failitate attitude hange. For instane, in showing the healthonsequenes of igarette smoking. However, many people eventually learn to ignore that message.Dual proessing models are information proessing models for how persuasion might work.Soial media, data mining and persuasion.Persuasive tehnologies. Persuasive games.
Attitude Change Simply makeing spei� plans may enhane the likelihood of ation.

4.6. Emotion, Affect, and MotivationWhile we have foused on information systems; human being, of ourse, also depend on a biologialsystem { their bodies. People have biologial needs for air, food, water, minerals, and moderate temper-ature. People are not just neutral information proessing mahines, but there is a lose onnetion ofinformation proessing and deisions with their biologial needs. Soial interation has a strong aspetof emotion and a�et. Brain siene ( A.12.2). Soial a�et and the soial brain ( A.12.2). For instane,there is a distint part of the brain devoted to fae reognition. Relationship of ognition to emotion.Emotion is more automati. Embodied Ation.
Figure 4.31: The conflict between human reason and human emotion is a common theme of science fiction as
illustrated by the characters Spock and Data in StarTrek. (check permission)

4.6.1. Physiological Arousal and EmotionIt turns out to be important to distinguish physiologial around from emotion. Unlike learning, emotionis transitory and generally does not hange a person's mental representation. However, there is researhto the ontrary. Regardless, we may also judge emotions in others by observing individuals and drawingonlusions about their situations (5.5.2).



4.6. Emotion, Affect, and Motivation 133An individual may experiene dissonane | a disrepany between the expeted and atual outomesof events and a generalized physiologial reation. Simple physiologial arousal is a strong omponentof emotion. Indeed, one theory even asserts that emotion is simple generalized physiologial arousal, towhih the individual applies a label onsistent with the situation. This is a type of soial ategorization(Fig.  A.115). Interation with ognition, suh that the \�ght or ight" reation an be minimized ifit the ause of the noise is benign. A violation of expetations often leads to at least a mild emotionalreation and to learning. It is aompanied by a surge of dopamine whih is a potent neurotransmitter
( A.12.2).Emotion a�ets ognition and deision making presumably beause it redues ognitive proessingapaity[46]. Emotions an be too immediate and powerful to allow muh analysis outside of them, yetthese very same emotions demand immediate ation. Emotions a�et memory and attention. Emotionredues human information proessing apaity (Fig. 4.32).

Figure 4.32: Emotion reduces cognitive processing capacity.Humor and surprise.Fear and aggression. Violene and arousal and video games [13] (5.9.4), (11.7.0). Bio-sensors an also beused for health monitoring.

Figure 4.33: Designing for affect. Wearable bio-sensor[7]. (check permission)Two models: imitation and atharsis. Inreasingly, interfaes attempt to monitor and adapt to humanemotion; this is an example of expressive and a�etive omputing (4.6.2).
Determining Emotions in Ourselves and OthersImportant to know the reations of others. Emotion as signaling to others. While emotions serve abiologial funtion suh as spurring us to ation in the fae of danger, or bonding us to another to aid inthe propagation of our speies, the expression of emotions also serves a soial funtion. We have a rihvoabulary for desribing emotions, from \hate" to \love," and we freely apply those terms to ourselvesand to other people. Emotions perform various funtions in soiety, primarily serving as a basi meansof ommuniation between individuals. Guilt, for instane, is a fairly spei� reation and does nothave spei� orrelates. Attribution (5.5.2). Emotions demonstrated by gestures. Soial signi�ane ofsmiling [65].



134 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13Faial displays. Identifying the di�erent types of emotions. Perhaps emotions an be explained as atype of soial ategorization [56]. One theory suggests that individuals annot aurately sense theirown emotional states, and so use external ues in their environments (suh as the reation of otherindividuals) to help them determine their own emotions[62]. When we observe emotions in other people,we may depend on biologial signals suh as extremes of faial expression (Fig. 4.34). However, thereis muh researh indiating that these extreme faial expressions are not ulture spei�; rather thatthey are understood by everyone, regardless of the ulture in whih they were raised.Avatars generating appropriate faial expressions.
Figure 4.34: Expressions which are at the extremes of the Facial Affect Coding system: Anger, fear, surprise,
disgust, happiness, and sadness[31]. (redraw-k) (check permission)

4.6.2. Affect and Aesthetics
AffectA�et is a weak form of emotion. A�et and ommuniation of soial intent. Regulation of a�et andself (5.5.1). A�et is interwoven with attention (4.2.2) and higher-level ognitive proessing. A�et fromsoial interation. Mining a�etive texts and speeh (10.5.3).Experiene management. Entertainment (1.6.1). Group interation. A�et and tutoring. A�et isintegral to almost all human ation. This is it natural to inorporate it into under interfaes. Games

(11.7.0). A�etive design. This may inlude designing to indue and manage a�et. Or designing todevelop a meaningful interation with an artifat. Gami�ation supporting user engagement.
Pleasure and AestheticsSome objets and environments give people pleasure. This is often by blurring oneptual or emotionalboundaries.Interest and engagement. Aestheti responses, suh as the pleasure from a piee of musi, are weaktypes of emotion.Mere familiarity an have a big e�et on preferene. Remarkably, mere exposure to stimuli leads topreferene for them [69]. Similarly, as suggested by so alled \hidden pro�les", people prefer positionswith whih they are familiar [6].Pain. Anger.What is beauty? Mood. Engagement. Musi seletion systems.Rap. Poetry. Trope suh as a turn of phrase or allegory.

Figure 4.35: People show more interest in patterns with a moderate level of complexity such as those in the middle
of the diagram as compared to the ones on either end (adapted from[19]). (check permission)Entertainments provide an emotional ride.

Interaction with Emotion Inducing Information ResourcesComparable to information behavior whih we disussed earlier. Aesthetis. Everyday aesthetis. Art:



4.6. Emotion, Affect, and Motivation 135Visual (11.1.1), musi (11.3.2), and dane (11.5.1). Presumably, horror movies are popular beause theyprovide an emotional jag. Self-management of aestheti material. That is in some ases, people learlyenjoy strong emotions.People also sometimes prefer visual novelty and omplexity [20]. When viewing artwork, often thegreatest preferene is for objets with moderate levels of omplexity (Fig. 4.35); omplexity seems toa�et interest and attention. People manage their moods; they generally avoid boredom and often seekexitement [12] [70].Inreasing diÆulty of video game levels. Anger management.Memorials. Reoniliation. Commemoration. This an also be seen as a type of ultural reord (5.9.3).
Figure 4.36: Pet memorial Web site. (check permission)

Figure 4.37: Attachment to objects. (check permission)

4.6.3. MotivationThe basis of motivation is survival needs suh as food, shelter, reprodution, and related needs suhas sleep. People will also work to avoid things whih hurt them some of whih are indiated with thepainful stimuli. People often prefer novelty. There are advantages for people to explore and know abouttheir environment.Maslow's needs. This ould be onsidered a motivation ontology. There are also many types of soialmotivation. Soiability, soial reognition, and soial engagement are often highly motivating. Soialfators, suh as fear, shame, or anger also play a role in an individual's deision-making proess. Soialapproval and status an also be highly motivating. Soial pressure. (5.0.0).Pure information proessing does not fous on motivation. Indeed, in Western ulture there is a longtradition of onsidering the mind as something separate from the body. The expression \The mind iswilling but the esh is weak" ehoes this belief. Beause these two omponents are often thought toat independently, this notion is alled \dualism". However, there are many reasons to dispute thistraditional separation. Models of emotion and information proessing. This is also related to otherdualisms suh as intention vs ation, and belief vs ondut. The physiologial system an be seen asomplex system that seeks homeostasis although this an be ompliated by addition ( A.12.2).Intrinsi motivation for, instane, in games. Mediated intimay. Emotional health. Empathy (5.5.3).Motivation and brain siene. Motivation and addition.SIMS modeling motivation.
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Incentives and RewardsPeople will learly work for rewards. Extrinsi and intrinsi rewards. Setting up ontingenies andinentives. As noted in the following setion, money for rewards adds ompliations. User engagementas an inentive. How should we struture inentives?Gami�ation points and expliti rewards. Resistane to expliit rewards (4.7.0).Inentive an have a negative e�et. For instane, a person who is paid to read a statement with aontroversial opinion may later hange his/her own opinion toward the ontroversial opinion later ifpaid a small amount but that hange is less is the person is paid more. Sense-making is derived fromdissonane. People make inferenes not only from what they say but also from the onditions in whihthey say it. Complexity of atual motivation but also the pereption of motivation.

Figure 4.38: Dissonance illustration. (check permission) (redraw)

Learning, Affect, and MotivationThere are many reasons we learn but one of strongest is learning based on motivation. However,motivation is essential for instrumental learning. That is, for learning how to do things whih ful�llgoals. Attaining motivators is rewarding. Motivation and working for rewards. Motivation seemsdiretly tied to learning. We are more likely to learn something if there is a lear motive for doing so.Biologial systems also show adaption and a kind of learning. The human body stores exess food inthe form of fat to protet against times when food is not available.Soial interation is itself a strong motivation. Beause they are essential to human life, the basihuman needs are interwoven with human soial organization, family, and ulture. Soial motivationand altruism. Soial isolation redues soial ontrol mehanisms. [34].
Cognition, Social Factors, and MotivationCognition an a�et the pereived value of rewards. For instane, a person may disount value ofan ations if the reward is pereived as being too large. Ativities in the real world have multipletradeo�s. Contingenies and inentive. People may not take an immediately-available alternative andto wait for another one. While this \delay of grati�ation" may be bene�ial, it is diÆult to learn[54].Internal monitors. Internalized motivation. Self-eÆay[15]. Self-regulated learning. People's judgmentof their apabilities.

4.7. Psychology in the WildIn one sense, this whole hapter is about psyhology. In the sense here, psyhology desribe deisionsand tradeo�s of the whole organism. Bias toward stability.Many apparently ommon-sense expetations about behavior suh as the response to poliy mandatesare wrong.Frequeny of exposure e�et.



4.8. Human-Computer Interaction 137Judgment of responsibility. Internalization of trust.Saving fae. Information avoidane. Self-expression. Interation of onepts, beliefs, attributes, emo-tions, and motivation.Information overload. It often isn't possible to aess all information about a topi. So, there has to betriage. That is, piking and hoosing the most promising soures. Information phobias. Psyhologialdisorders.Interating with other people. Soial inentives. Karma points.In some ases, human behavior an be easy to understand. We have seen that aggregate rowd behavioran be predited reasonably well. Similarly, behavior in onstrained situations an often be preditedwell. Human behavior in more omplex situations is very diÆult but would be very useful to predit.Similarly, developing intelligene agents with plausible human behavior would be of great interest forinterative environments suh as games and teahing. Arti�ial Psyhology. Appliation to avatarsand video games (11.10.3). Conversational agents (11.10.4). Parallel to arti�ial intelligene. A�ordanes.Modeling attributions. Modeling and prediting human behavior.
4.8. Human-Computer InteractionThe �eld of HCI deals with the design and development of interative user interfaes. There are manydimensions to the interation of people with information systems. Some of the interation depends onthe task, some of the struture of the information, and some on the ognitive proesses and a�etiveresponses of the person, or perhaps of a team working on a projet. Thus, human-omputer interationan deal with very narrow tasks and very spei� interation tehniques and on the other hand, it andeal with relatively omplex sequenes of ations as people omplete tasks. The emphasis on interationbroadens into onsidering the impat of ativities than the interfae design itself or the task ativitiesemployed and those issues are disussed later. Hierarhy of levels of interation. Inreasingly resemblessoial interation rather than tool-based interation.Design proess with prototyping. Task

�	�� @R@IUser � - System
Figure 4.39: Task-Users-Systems. Here the focus on the interaction between the user and the system.InterfaeSystem

Figure 4.40: Hierarchy of levels of interaction.Persuasion, simulation environments. Embodiment. Interation with soial agents.Constraints for design an inlude tehnology, organization issues, user apabilities.Spei� appliation of ognitive issues in problem solving and task ompletion. We already exploredsome issues for supporting ollaborative interation. Detailed understanding of the tasks to be aom-plished and the steps needed for ompleting them.. Ativity theory (3.5.1). Applying design methodolo-gies suh as senario-based design (3.8.0).



138 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13Tehnology both reets and shapes organizations and soiety. In some ases, omplex informationsystems are a poor �t and are rejeted. Finding a balane between system needs and user needs andabilities. This is does with use ases and interfae design priniples (4.8.2). TAM (7.9.6). Ageny anduser ontrol. How muh should a user know about what a system is doing on their behalf. Markus'interation theory.When we onsider interfaes for omplex ativities, we need to inlude understanding of the task theuser is tying to aomplish. This, then, involves onsideration of requirements; in partiular use ases
(3.10.2). Design (3.8.0)steps inlude: Goals, laims, assumptions, tehnologies [60].

Figure 4.41: Structured input. (check permission)Ergonomis and human fators.Genres of interation: ommand languages, WYSIWYG, mobile/soial.
4.8.1. From Interface to InteractionBoth people and omputers are very exible. Both are able to adapt (or be adapted) to new situations,often in unlikely ways. Interative systems limit and diret a user's behavior.Con�dene in estimates of utility ( A.9.4). Eonomi analysis (8.7.0).One suh heuristi laims that \an interfae should strive for onsisteny". Consisteny provides userswith expetations of where to �nd things and failitates the transfer of skills from one task to another.Consider the design of desktop interfaes | a person with no knowledge of a partiular program isable to navigate through it fairly easily beause of design onsisteny. However, all suh heuristis arelimited. There an be onsisteny within a single tool but may be inonsistent with the design deisionsmade for other tools.

Dimension Description or Example

Internal Within a single tool.
Desktop Across a set of tools on a desktop.
Real-world Virtual environments are consistent with the “real world”.

Figure 4.42: Three dimensions of consistency for user interfaces (adapted from[36]).Building appliations based on user interfae requirements (7.9.1) and designs (3.8.0)Design and evaluation are losely intertwined but we will try to disuss them separately.
4.8.2. Interaction Design and EvaluationDi�erent levels of design { from task to ation.



4.8. Human-Computer Interaction 139Appliations versus environments. Desktops (3.5.4).
Interaction DesignDesign for omplex and interating ativities. Several strategies have been proposed for designinginterfaes. Ultimately, design reets ultural values.Senario-based design and ativity senarios [22]. Senarios have: Ators, bakground, goals, and se-quenes of ations. Claims analysis provides explanations for some of the design deisions. Considerdi�erent types of users. Use ases (3.10.2).Design of user interfaes and design of omputer programs [?℄ or, of information systems. Interfaedesign prototypes and as part of the design yle (Fig. 4.43). Story-board and senario-based design.Design for engagement and soiability.

Figure 4.43: Lo-Fi vs Hi-Fi prototypes.

Interface EngineeringWhen the user behavior is highly preditable, systemati support an be developed. Perhaps, we oulduse them to engineer an interfae, muh the way that other engineers design a bridge or a roket.Quantitative models fous on data and spei�s to inrease usability. Preditive models for interfaedesign might be based on psyhologial priniples. Spei�ally, we an apply models of pereption
(4.2.1) and motor behavior to prediting the time users spend making responses. However, the details ofthe preditions have not proven to be very insightful. State-based models (3.10.1) an desribe interationsequenes (Fig. 4.44). This is also related to full use-ase diagrams (3.10.2).

Figure 4.44: State diagrams for interaction with a user interface. (redraw) (check permission)Eq. 4.3 suggests that a response is simply the sum of omponent ativities (f. [21]). Thus, we mightexpet the amount of time spent to move a mouse to a target would simply be the sum of the time forunderstanding the task (C), the time for �nding the target (P), and the time for moving the mouse (M).We might estimate that a task would require 1.1 seonds of ognitive time, 0.3 seonds of pereptualtime, and 1.0 seonds of motor time for a total of 2.4 seonds. While this approah works well, it maybe limited by not allowing for the user to do two of these ativities simultaneously.
response time = cognitive time + perceptual time + motor time (4.1)
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R = C + P + M (4.2)

2.4 sec = 1.1 sec + 0.3 sec + 1.0 sec (4.3)Fig. 4.45 shows how formulas like Eq. 4.3 alulates the times of experiened users ompleting editswith two text editor deletion ommands as a funtion of the number of haraters being removed. Aprojeted third ommand (dotted line, Method S) might save a few seonds in the region where itrosses the funtions of the other two ommands. To determine whether it is worthwile to add the newommand, we need to ompare the bene�t of time saved with the diÆulty involved for the user inhaving to remember the additional ommand. Multiple feedbak mehanisms.
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Figure 4.45: There are (at least) three ways that a word substitutions could be made with a text-based word
processing system. This model attempts to predict the time for each of those options. Give such predictions, we
might then be able to decide whether including all three commands was useful given the extra effort required to
learn and remember the command[21].There are many other fators whih must be onsidered in any tool design suh as the amount of timethe user will spend with the tool and, thus, the number of features and options whih that user will beable to remember. The physial harateristis suh as display size, its \form fator", an a�et thee�etiveness of a devie (Fig. 4.46). A large display gives a sense of physial presene and, indeed, ofsoial presene (5.6.5). Protools.
Figure 4.46: Small and very large display form factors give very different effects. Attempting to display complex
information on a small screen. (check permission)Minimizing errors.

Task and Job AnalysisThis follows the workow spei�ation. Understanding what needs to be done versus re-designing thetasks. Representing tasks. Hierarhial task models. Task operators. Beyond workows to inludemental times and user knowledge. Indeed, a wide range of formalisms have been proposed. There isan ongoing debate about the relationship of these relatively formal task models ompared to narrative-based approahes suh as senarios.This spei�ation an also be useful for doumentation (7.9.6). At a deeper level, the task spei�ationis also related to the user's ognition. GOMS. Cognitive task analysis (CTA) extends task analysis
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(3.5.4). What do people atually do to omplete a task [37]. Cognitive task analysis - what is the taskfrom the user's viewpoint.
4.8.3. Evaluation StrategiesExpert reviews. Experiments. Disount usability: think aloud, heuristi evaluation.In a ognitive walkthrough, the designer desribe the features of the system to another person [67]. Asimilar tehnique an be used in evaluating omplex multimedia produtions[40]. Combine tehnologialdevelopments with human needs. Cognitive walkthrough for metadata.
4.9. Individual DifferencesPeople di�er from eah other in many ways. There are physial di�erenes suh as height and behavioraltraits suh as handednesss. Presumably, these are based in physiology. There are also learned di�erenessuh language and ulture as well as soial role di�erenes.Rather than fousing on general priniples of behavior and ognition, we ould fous, instead, the waysin whih individuals di�er. They di�er in the languages they speak, in their physial abilities, and intheir preferenes. The origins of these di�erenes are widely debated; in some ases these di�erenes maybe biologial and in other ases the di�erenes may be due to experiene or eduation. Representationsan be built into appliationsThe origin of individual di�erenes may be di�erent experienes, ultures, and expetations or it maybe more deep seated suh as physiology and genetis predispositions. Knowledge work, or the proessof obtaining or onstruting new knowledge, is highly individualized. Every individual has a method ofworking that best suites them. While standard tehniques and proesses may be important and usefulto know for virtually all people working within a given area, the ways in whih these tehniques areapplied by individuals are too numerous to list. Information systems are applied di�erently by di�erentusers. The di�erene of adapting to the users and adapting to the tasks of the users is often onfused.Digital divide.
4.9.1. Cognitive DifferencesThese ognitive di�erenes are intertwined with other di�erenes among individuals, suh as age.Fig. 4.47 shows a test for spatial ability. Spatial ability seems to be relatively onsistent to be re-lated to ativities suh as navigation, and it predits the ease with whih a person an use a graphialinterfae [8]. Spatial neurons ( A.12.2). c cc cc

Figure 4.47: Paper folding test for measuring individual differences in spatial abilities[8]. The student is asked to
decide if holes punched in a folded piece of paper, as shown in the sequence on the left would produce the pattern
in the unfolded piece of paper shown on the right.

4.9.2. AgePassages. Stages of life. Individual di�erenes in information needs. Youth servies (7.2.1). Role inproving ommunity information.
ChildrenAt one extreme of the age spetrum, hildren have limited knowledge and ognitive proessing skills.Children learn di�erently from adults. While strit developmental ategories has proven to be toosimplisti [59], Classi�ation systems to help hildren loate materials may need simpli�ed ategories.Young people generally have more diÆulty �nding fats than omplex information. DiÆulties ofyoung people in formulating queries for searh engines and then in understanding the results of searhengines. Cognitive abilities by age. Working with hildren in developing user interfaes [43]. Languageand age (6.1.3).
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Older AdultsAt the other extreme, elder users, who make up an inreasingly large segment of the population, oftenhave limited pereptual motor abilities, or they may have age-related diseases. As we disuss whenonsidering di�erently-abled users, age a�ets us all. Eyesight deterioration is a ommon onsequeneof aging. Management of hroni pain.
Figure 4.48: Big buttons can help the elderly. However, even if the buttons are large the functionality can still be a
challenge. (check permission)Age limitations.

4.9.3. Disabled UsersHuman beings are fragile. Varying degrees of abilities. As a result of aident or birth, people di�erfrom one another in their abilities to perform ertain tasks. Some of these di�erenes are based onphysiality, while others are based on ognition. Impairments may a�et one or the other of theseomponents. How do we ompensate for these di�erenes? Often this just means that a response for agiven ation takes longer. However, if a system were designed to better meet the needs of a di�erently-abled user with more thorough interfae engineering, this response-time delay ould beome negligible.Impairments due to health-onditions.Everybody is \di�erently-abled" in some sense. People an be olor-blind, very tall, very short, unableto hear, to smell, to see, unable to walk, unable to run fast, unoordinated, bad at math, bad at art, oreven temporarily \di�erently-abled" suh as being unable to use their hands when driving. Allowingsystems to be tailored to suit individual needs would allow more people to partiipate in more tasksmore e�etively. Ideally, we would have tools whih are usable by everyone { that is they should haveuniversal usability. Substituting modalities and motor apabilities. We might support brain damagedpatients or senior itizens.Disabilities researh to provide ompensation for the disabilities.Assistive tehnologies. Stakeholders for assistive tehnologies.
Sensory DisabilitiesThere are many ways for people to aquire information about their environment. Some modalities arebetter than others for imparting ertain types of information. Musi is obviously best delivered usingan audio modality. Some modalities may be substituted for other modalities.Visual impairments range from poor sight to olor blindness, to omplete blindness. There is a or-respondingly large range of visual enhanements that an to overome a visual de�it. These inludeproviding desriptions of ations to support interativity; magnifying text using video; touh sreensthat also involve speeh for developing a mental map of a Web site; speeh versions of text doumentsor desriptive videos. However, vision may even be replaed in some irumstanes. Speaker harater-istis an be ontrolled in text-speaking programs so that a di�erent inetions an represent links, forexample. Menu options an be spoken rather than displayed, and Braille generators are getting heaper,though there remains the diÆulty of representing images in Braille. Reading disabled and automatedtext-to-speeh reading programs. Adoption of assistive tehnologies - who are the stakeholders.Ebooks for the blind. Labeling graphis. Mobile phone apps for blind. Color identi�ation. Seenidenti�ation.



4.9. Individual Differences 143Sreen-readers. Closed-aptioning an be used for people with hearing loss to allow them to read whatis being said. An avatar (11.10.3) an train students who want to learn lip reading [25] (Fig. 4.49).Alternatively, automati lip reading systems might be developed.
Figure 4.49: An avatar can help teach lip reading[25]. (check permission)

Motor DisabilitiesUntil reently, omputer e�etors have been primarily limited to keyboards and mie. These haveproven very e�etive for the majority of users, but some people may have diÆulty with these devies.Some motor-impaired users an simply swith to standard devies suh as trak-balls. Other optionsare typing via head motions, or using speeh ontrol for a Web interfae. In some ases, one an entertext by blinking, or ontrol a keyboard by blowing into a tube (Fig. 4.50). More fundamentally, if atask an be deomposed and redued to its most fundamental and neessary elements, it an then beoptimized for di�erent modalities.
Figure 4.50: The physicist Steven Hawking has Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS), also known as Lou Gehrig’s
Disease, a neuromuscular disease. He often uses a speech synthesizer that is controlled by eye and mouth
movements. (check permission)

Cognitive and Learning Disabilities.Cognitive and learning disabilities are often neurologial. Whether present from birth or brought on bytrauma or disease, people su�ering from a ognitive or learning disability may �nd it diÆult to utilizemany ommon programs and systems. However, information systems an be designed to better suittheir needs (Fig. 4.51)[61]. Aphasia is the loss of the ability to understand spoken or written words, andit an be aused by an injury or disease that targets the language enters of the brain. Image-orienteddesign an help those with aphasia to use information systems. Brain siene ( A.12.2).
Type Description

Autism Difficulty in social interaction
Aphasia Language disorder. Difficulty with understanding.
AD/HD Lack of continuity in attention.

Figure 4.51: A few examples of cognitive and learning disabilities.Computational behavioral siene (Fig. 4.52). Analysis of autisti behaviors. Automated behavioralanalysis. Diagnosis (4.4.5, 9.9.2). Interative environments for teahing autisti individual skills to ope.Another major group of disabilities is learning disabilities. Dyslexia is a ognitive impairment whiha�ets the use of language This an inlude diÆulties in both reading and writing (Fig. 4.53). It is
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Figure 4.52: Detecting autistic behaviors from multimodal analysis[2]. (check permission)often typi�ed by diÆulty assoiating spoken words with the same word when it is written; letters ina word appear to be out of order. Design-based aids for dyslexia an often be relatively simple: fonthanges and re-readers an help people with dyslexia proess information (10.2.0). Brain siene anddyslexia ( A.12.2). Also, shizophrenia.

Figure 4.53: Example of writing by a dyslexic[64]. (check permission).

Personality Traits?A person's behavior is often determined by fators suh as the immediate task they are trying toaomplish (3.0.0). A personality trait we asribe to another person is a models for our preditions aboutthat person. People tend to develop habits to engage in or deal with similar tasks or situations. In manyases, what is alled \personality" may simply be a onsistent reation to a onsistent environment[53].Still, there seems to be a type of homeostasis by whih people tend to revert to those environments inwhih they are most omfortable funtioning. Individuals interat with their environment. Personalityversus roles.Indeed, it is vvery diÆult to make any generalization about ategories of people.
4.10. Personal Data, Personalization, and User ModelsBig data in siene ((se:bigdatasi)). Medial data.
4.10.1. Application Usage CharactersticsShopping data.
4.10.2. User ModelsWe would like to apture, represent, and apply distintive harateristis of users suh as preferenes,a�etive state, needs, and history. In onversations, partiipants adapt to one other (6.4.0), makingallowanes for aent, voabulary, or personality. Indeed, adaptation is a harateristi of many sortsof interation. Information systems an be designed to adapt to the di�erenes among users. It mayoften be easier for a system to adapt to the user than for the user to adapt to the system.



4.10. Personal Data, Personalization, and User Models 145User models may be ontrasted with mental models (4.4.4), whih are expetations that the user hasabout the omputer. Just as a user's behavior is often greatly a�eted by the tasks in whih they areengaged, a user model might be oordinated with the omputer's task model that is used for a partiularjob (7.9.3). Properly oordinated user and task models ould allow the system to make routine deisionsfor people as opposed to allowing them to have an optimal set of hoies; this would derease theomplexity of the system, and allow it to be utilized by a wider variety of people. The values of theseindependent variables an be obtained expliitly from the user. Or, they may be inferred indiretly(impliitly) from some aspets of the user's ations. This an be the basis of omplex servies suh aspersonalized travel reommender systems. Privay, data integration. Prediting online behavior.Assessment to �ll those models. Personal assistants that learn.A�etive user models. Adaptive hypertexts and drama management.
4.10.3. PersonalizationPersonalization an be based on user attributes. Personalization versus situational ontext. Personal-ized searh (10.11.4). Expliit and impliit personalization. What information about users to apture?Algorithmi personalization may narrow a person's exposure to diverse viewpoints.Meta-design and human rafters.Cross-platform traking and personalization.Beyond personalization to predition of a person's behavior. Antiipating and prediting what theperson is doing.Customizable tehnologies.

Type of Independent Variable Examples

Tasks homework assignments
Skills and knowledge know a location, know how to program
Attitudes and transient personal characteristics mood, hunger, interests
Stable personal characteristics marital status, education, languages spoken
Culture and norms
Demographics, group membership age, political party

Figure 4.54: There are several levels of detail from predictions can be made about people (adapted from[11]).Personalization often means speializing by tasks in whih a user is engaged. Networking and new om-putational resoures allow transations to be personalized muh more easily than used to be possible.When onsidered broadly, user models often inlude task models and even queries. An important fatorin the e�etiveness of the preditions is the stability of the behavior[52]. There are many appliations ofuser models, suh as a personal aerobis instrutor moving at your optimal pae, a reommender sys-tem (5.5.5), or personalized language generation (6.4.0). Tutoring systems and statistial student (user)models (5.11.3) suh as the geometry tutor [14].Personalization has great ommerial appeal as well. Advertisers would like their materials to berelevant to users; this is the idea behind targeted advertising. Advertisers look for user attributesthat are most appliable to their partiular advertising goals. This streamlines advertising and reduesosts for both the distributor and the onsumer. Real-time targeted ads. How to pik the best-mathadvertisement to present given the fragmentary information about users. Autioning impressions basedon real-time web interation.Mass Personalization with Big Data.
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4.10.4. End-User ProgrammingProgramming allows the spei�ation of omplex onstraints. Some programming languages suh asJava and C++ are general-purpose. Other programming languages are spei�. Among those, some aredesigned for the end user to do the programming. When programming a VCR, a person may speify thetime reording should start and the hannel to be reorded. Programming with ommand languagesor by moded states. Spreadsheets. Automate repetitive web-based tasks suh as gathering informationfrom an eommere tasks. These are often involve lots of semanti struture. End-user ommunitieswhih an share tools. This an also be used to set personal options { that is personalization. However,programming a VCR is notoriously onfusing for some people (Fig. 4.55). End-user programming inthe home.
Figure 4.55: VCRs allow users to do limited programming to set functions. However, doing that programming is
notoriously difficult for many users. (screen-dump)

4.11. Personal Information ManagementPersonal information management (PIM) is often lose to the tasks in whih people are engaged. Thereare many kinds of personal information suh as address books, photographs, voie mails, medialreords, and letters. Some of these are digital and some not. And, probably all of us have lost trak ofsome of our personal reords.Importane of family (5.1.1) for personal reords. Mehanisms for family reord keeping.In some ases, PIM applies to everyday information but also information management for groups andteams. PIM versus group and team projets. Soial Memory (5.13.3). Colleting material about separateindividuals to form a piture of a larger group. Di�erent styles of personal reord keeping[50]. PIM andpersonal email (10.3.2) espeially nearly omplete searhable mail reords.Personalization and privay.Citizen arhivists. Self arhiving. Digital lives (10.3.1) of authors. Personal data. Coordination personalarhives. Management of personal sensor data. Self-monitoring for self-improvement. Comparison toinstitutional arhives.Family bible. Chinese genealogy.
4.11.1. Personal Information Resources and CollectionsInformation management skills (5.12.0). Organizational work ativities. Folders. Connetion to soialmedia preservation. Ultimately, this relates to questions of the self and identity (5.5.1) and the natureof arhives.

Personal CollectionsWhat a person ollets for him/herself outside of a publi or organized soure. Personal olletions ofinformation resoures Colletions (7.1.3). Memories. Value. Amusement.Diary. Personal reetions. Creation and use. Personal narratives (6.3.6).PUT - Personal Uni�ed Taxonomy. Personal ontologies. But, ultimately, these are primarily soialreations.Personal referene olletions. Personal photos, Personal notes. Management of personal reords (7.4.1).



4.11. Personal Information Management 147Cognition (4.3.0) memory and PIM.Personal searh: searh organized by personal relevane.Projet and team arhives (5.6.4).People often go bak and searh for something they had previously found; this is known as \re�nding".Landmarks an help people in �nding information they have already seen [30]. However, personalinformation systems do not neessarily enhane personal produtivity [5] (8.8.1). Personalization (4.10.2).Subjetive importane. Retrieval by ontext.Privay and protetion of personal infornation (8.3.1). Right to oblivion ((se:oblivion)).Information literay (5.12.0). How do people learn that information resoures are useful for answeringtheir needs. Making the awareness of information needs a higher priority.Storing and preserving personally reated information suh as blog postings personal Web pages.Overlapping personal information spaes. Team and group information spaes.For e�etive use, people need to manage their information artifats. Some online reords are easy to �nd,but others are only loated after extensive searhing, or perhaps stumbled upon aidentally. By keepingan arhived reord of important or useful websites, the Web itself beomes a more powerful informationtool. Most Web browsers make this partiularly easy by providing a \favorites" or \bookmark" funtion.Along the same lines, a personal bibliography[3] serves muh the same purpose. This is a list of all thebooks that a person possesses, or has read, with useful metadata assoiated with eah one. Within anindividual book, a person may plae a bookmark to indiate a passage to be remembered, or to marktheir spot. An information environment an be further extended with \altering servies". These notifyusers of hanges in their information environments and they inlude Email news alerts.
LifeloggingWhile PIM fouses on materials that a person reates, Lifelogging has been proposed to passively reorda person. This ould be done, for instane, with audio or video amera they arried around all the time.Lifelogging tools ould also support reminisene. Personal image olletions. Supporting reminisene.Autobiography. Diary. (Fig. 4.56).

Figure 4.56: Interface for reflecting on Lifelogs (from[17]). (check permission)There are several variations: Long-term personal information management. Personal information man-agement [28]. Personal olletions and digital libraries. Personal image preservation [49]. My Life bits.Sensors. People's systems for information organization evolve.
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4.11.2. Personal Task Environments and WorkspacesPeople develop personal information systems for personal information suh as ooking reipes. Intensivepersonal information management. Cellphones to alendar systems[29]. Balaning e�ort and estimatedbene�t in organizing information. Allowing ommerial organizations suh as banks to keep personalinformation about you. Managing group information suh as the information of your family. Sometools and some information soures (e.g., an appointment alendar) are used so frequently that theybelong on the desktop Information management beyond personal workspaes. Preservation of personalinformation is related to arhives whih we will onsider later (7.5.1). Preservation of personal and familyphotos. Desktop omputers (3.5.4). Desktop searhing. People often lik on the same URL time manytimes. Searhing personal media arhives.
Personal Task SupportIndividuals will have di�erent strategies for ompleting the same tasks. various strategies for organizingtheir information and task environments. Some information environments are personal informationspaes (Fig. 4.57). OÆes and desks are perhaps the most traditional information workspaes. Often,they are dominated by olletions of paper douments, sometimes in disarray. The way in whih aperson organizes his or her oÆe or desk an be an indiation of strategies failitating aess to theinformation needed to aomplish tasks (Fig. 4.58) [47]. Setting personal reords suh a alendars andontat lists. Personalization (4.10.2).

Figure 4.57: A refrigerator door can both store information and provide reminders.

Figure 4.58: Examples of personal information management strategies: A neat office (left) and a messy office
(right).

Task Interaction HistoriesMany ativities repeat with small hanges. A person doing them may want to review the steps in asearh or to modify the steps in it. Keeping trak of the tasks in whih a person is engaged. Tasks suhas searhing are often repetitive. A valuable question to ask is, what does a person believe about whathe or she is doing; what do they expet? What data an be reorded about their ations? This maybe useful for searhes involving many omponents. The memory of task ompletion an be organizedaround task semantis; query histories an be maintained (10.7.1).We an distinguish between individual user models and olletive histories. Towards performanesupport and help systems (7.9.6).People know a lot about themselves | their motivations, the approahes to tasks, and the tasks in



Information: A Fundamental Construct 149whih they have been involved. Keep trak of what a person has done; a user's history an be helpfulin planning future ativity. \Bread rumbs" an provide a trail for the user to follow to show wherethey have visited previously. Coordinated with person's memory and urrent goals. Repeating previoussearhes. Making small hanges as a omplex searh with parameters previously derived. Saving searhhistories. Charateristis of user searhing behavior. Loal web sites versus remote web sites.Coordinating various tasks, and keeping reords of searh notes, strategies and plans, as well as of one'sthoughts on the topi and navigation already performed, an all provide a ontext for ontinued use.Ad ho searh proedures.Visualization of interation histories ould show what the user has done in a given session. Thesemantis of ation sequenes user's viewpoint; users have a unique perspetive based on their ownmemories of what they have been doing, and the landmarks and salient events they have observed.Some ativities are engaged in by many people. The umulative traes left by various users ouldindiate areas of produtive interation for new users. Sroll bars are one way of representing userhistories (Fig. 4.59).

Figure 4.59: Rather than simply showing a slider (left) a history-enriched scrollbar (right) can show graphically which
parts of a document have been accessed most frequently[38]. The users may find it useful to navigate to sections
of a document which have been of interest to others. (redraw) (check permission)

Exercises
Short Definitions:

Assistive technology

Attention

Attitude

Autism

Categorical perception

Cognition

Cognitive load

Concept map

Conceptual model

Delay of gratification

Dyslexia

End-user programming

Emergent perception

Emotion

Episodic memory

Form factor (display)

Force feedback

Gestalt

Habitability

Individual differences

Mental model

Mixed-mode initiative

Personalization

Situated cognition

Short-term memory

User model

Review Questions:
1. Distinguish between “sensation,” “attention,” “perception,” “cognition,” and “emotion”. (4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.3.0)

2. Compare cognitive representations with database representations. (4.3.1)

3. Describe some types of visual impairments. (4.9.3)

4. Complete an interface usability calculation. If C = 0.8 sec, P = 1.4 sec, and M = 1.2 sec what is R? (4.8.2)

5. Distinguish between “user models” and “mental models”. (4.4.4, 4.10.2)

Short-Essays and Hand-Worked Problems:
1. What are the limits of the searchlight metaphor of attention? (4.2.2)
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2. Why are people likely to exaggerate the likelihood of highly visible or unusual risks while apparently underestimating
the likelihood of more common risks? (4.2.2, 8.8.3)

3. Were the representations we use for electronic information systems are relevant to human cognitive representations of
information? (4.3.1)

4. Have you ever heard a piece of music but not been able to remember its name? How could that be explained by the
dual-coding model of memory? (4.3.2)

5. Give an example of attempted attitude change by an organization or politician. In what ways is it likely to be effective?
(4.5.2)

6. Propose an advertising campaign to convince people to stop smoking. Describe why you feel it would be effective.(4.5.2)

7. How is “motivation” related to “goals”? (4.6.0)

8. How would you develop a user interface that would adapt to a user’s information processing load? (4.3.3, 4.8.0)

9. Propose a cognitive explanation for why people so often fail to remember to add attachments to their email messages.
(4.3.0, 4.8.0)

10. List the advantages and disadvantages of the two calculator designs in Fig. 4.15 (4.8.0)

11. Give some examples of the use of metaphor in human-computer interfaces. (4.8.0)

12. What are some of the ways visual interaction could be replaced with audio to support visually impaired users? What
are some of the limitations of this approach. (4.9.3)

13. Describe what resources are available in your university library to support information access to students with disabilities.
(4.9.3)

14. What are some difficulties that a person might have in learning to use a spreadsheet? (4.10.4)

15. Describe some techniques which might be useful for implicitly collecting data for a user model. (4.10.2)

16. What are the tradeoffs between individual systems for organizing information and common systems for organizing
information? (4.11.2)

17. Describe your system for organizing your own desk or your online workspace. How could it be improved? (4.11.2)

18. Test the back button of a Web browser. Describe the algorithm the browser uses to move back. (4.11.2)

Practicum:
1. Interface design.

2. Device design.

Going Beyond:
1. Is there an objective “reality” by which we should measure the quality of a person’s perceptions? (1.6.2, 4.2.1)

2. Information can be transmitted between people via different modalities? How could you quantify the information capacity
of modalities? (4.2.1)

3. How feasible would it be to develop applications that are specifically independent of interaction modalities and then have
them adapted to the user’s modalities? (4.2.1)

4. Some animals have very sensitive sensory mechanisms. What is distinctive about the hearing of bats, the vision of owls,
and the olfaction of dogs? Could artificial sensory organs be developed which modeled these? (4.2.1)

5. Is it possible to say that some sensory modalities allow people to acquire information faster than other sensory modalities?
Give some examples. (4.2.1)

6. Do two people experience perception in the same way? Is your perception of the color green the same as your friend’s
perception of green? (4.2.1)

7. Develop a detailed model for how people coordinate multiple complex motor behaviors, such as singing and dancing.
(4.2.4)

8. Compare the psychological notion of a “stimulus” with the concept of “information”. (1.6.1, 4.3.0)

9. Our definition of “information” is related to the psychological notion of “stimulus”. Explain this similarity. (1.6.1, 4.3.0)

10. How much confidence should we have in what people say about their own thought processes and motives? (4.3.0)

11. How reliable are people’s statements about their own information processing? (4.3.0).

12. How accurate is introspection? How well can a person tell the mechanisms of their own thought processes? (4.3.1)

13. How do people know what they don’t know? (4.3.1)

14. How is long-term memory related to mental models. (4.3.1)

15. What role does human memory and learning plan in attitude change? (4.3.2, 4.5.2)

16. Several noted psychologists such as George Miller and Herb Simon have argued that chunking is a fundamental process
for organizing information in human memory. What is the evidence for that? Do you agree that it is a fundamental
aspect of memory? (4.3.5)

17. How can we validate concept maps such as the one shown in Fig. 4.17 (4.4.1)
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18. Do attitudes cause behavior or does behavior cause attitudes? (4.5.2)

19. Develop a cognitive model for the processing of attitudes? (4.5.2)

20. Describe some of the ways the principles of cognitive psychology are relevant to the design of user interfaces? (4.8.0)

21. What do we mean when we talk about a “computer user”. What are some problems with that construct? How does it
apply to embedded computing? (4.8.0)

22. How many bits of information are transmitted (a) by vision, (b) touch ? (4.9.3,  A.1.0)

23. What are the limits in the predictability of user behavior? (4.10.2)

24. Give some examples of representations that might be applied to user models. (4.10.2)

25. Interview professionals to determine how much time they spend searching for different types of information and what
difficulties they have. (4.11.2)

Teaching Notes
Objectives and Skills: Be able to apply the principles of human perception and cognition in systems design.

Instructor Strategies: A course with practical orientation might emphasize user interface design, while a conceptually-
oriented course might emphasize human information processing systems.
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